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STATE UNIVERSITY OFNEWYORKAT BUFFALO SCHOOL OF LAW

January 19, 1993

DE ''GRADE''ATION

By Sau/tan Baptiste
After over twenty years ofdiscussion,
numerous proposals, and a decision on anew
grading system at the final faculty meeting of
1992, the grading issue will once again be
revisitedthisFriday,January22,1993when
SBA PresidentTrezevantaddresses the faculty. At issue is the immediate implementation ofthe recently approved grading system
which adds pluses and minuses to the "Q"
grade to all current students.
The controversy began overtwentyyears
ago when the faculty voted to change the
grading system from one which employed nu
merical rankings to the-H-Q format. Since that
vote, this issue has remained a sore spot for
many students and professors as it touches upon
some fi.mdamental questions about the nature
of a legal education and the role of_the law
school in relation to the practice oflaw.
At the lru\t faculty meeting of the fall
semester, the faculty considered a couple of
proposed changes in the grading system. All of
those proposals contained language dealing
with the transition from one system to the next.
However, the approval of a change in the
grading system was not accompanied by ap
proval o fa transition period, making the new
system effective beginning with the spring
1993term.
A memo from Dean Boyer explaining
the new policy and the lack ofa "grandfather"

clause was circulated to students during the
fall examination period and produced signifi
cant student reaction. The Student Bar Association initiated a petition drive opposing the
immediate application ofthe new system gar
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concerns to the faculty and together through
dialogue reach a constructive solution to this
problem"
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13 Flee to Florida - -Aid Ha~tian Refugees

-Laura Vasquez,PresidentofILS
In an effort coordinated by the Inter
national Law Society with help from Karen
SpenceroftheAsyrumandRefugeeLawClinic,
the local and national chapters ofthe National
Lawyers Guild and the Catholic Legal Irnmi
grationNetwork, Inc. (C.L.I.N.I.C.), 13 SUNY
Buffalo Law students were given the opportu
nity to join a force of 120 law students from
aroundthecountry in WestPahnBeach, Florida
to help prepare applications for political asy
lum for Haitian Refugees who have been pa
roledinto the U.S. forayeartopursueasylum
claims.
Participating law students from all
partsoftheU.S. werehousedinayouthcenter
providedbyC.L.I.N.I.C.inWestPalmBeach
wheretheymetwiththerefugees.C.L.I.N.I.C.
also provided attorneys to supervise the stu
dents' work, Creole interpreters and comput
ers. Each student completed approximately
three applications for asylum over the course
ofoneweek. Overthecourseofthetwoweeks
that the project took place in West Palm
Beach, approximately 300 applications for
asylum were completed by law students from
differentschoolsaround thecountry, under the
supervision o fC.L.I.N .I.C. attorneys. The cases
are currently being filed by C.L.I. N .I. C. with
the I.N.S.,and C.L.I.N.I.C. attorneys will then
represent the asylum applicants at their inter
views with the I.N.S. which will determine
their eligibility forobtaining political asylum
in the U.S..
Students were given the task offill
ing out the necessary I.N.S. paperwork and
interviewing and taking statements from the
Haitian refugees as to why they are seeking
political asylum in the United States. As most
ofthe refugees do not speak english, mostofthe
interviews were done with the help ofCreole
interpreters who the asylum seekers either
brought with them or who were provided by
C.L.I.N.I.C.. All ofthe students who partici-
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pated in the project showed great amounts of
patience in dealing with the problems and
frustrations involved in interviewing through
interpreters. The students' job was to talce the
asylum applicant's story ofwhy they fledHaiti
and try to show that the applicant has a' 'well
founded fear ofpersecution'' in Haiti on ac
count ofrace, religion, nationality, member
ship in a social group or political opinion (8
U.S.C.S. § IO l ). Persecution can consist of
killing, torture, beating, arrest, detention or
any other serious threat to life or freedom and
the fear must be shown to bewell founded and
have some basis in fact.
The Haitian Refugees are fleeing the
brutal violence that has existed in their country
since the overthrow ofdemocratically elected
Father Jean Bertrand Aristide in September,
1991 . Despite having become familiar with
the history o fHaiti and the current conditions
ofviolence that exist there while preparing for
the week in West Palm Beach, many students
who participated in the project were surprised
to find out the extent of the violence and
brntality recounted in many of their client's
stories. At times it was hard not to become

emotionally charged by some of the stories
being told by the refugees. According to a
recent Amnesty International Report, Haiti
remains a nation where "lawlessness per
vades" and civilian authorities are "totally
unwilling or powerless'' to stop the human
rights abuses spearheaded by the military.
Since last summer' 'scores ofillegal and arbi
trary arrests...in most cases accompanied by
torture or other severe ill-treatments, have
beenreported...popularprotests have been fol
lowed by increased repression, including
extrajudicial executions, arrests, harassment
and intimidation''. (Amnesty Intemation~l,
Haiti: Human Rii:hts Held Ransom, Washing
ton, D.C. August 1992,pp. l -4 l) Moststudents
who participated in the project in West Palm
Beach found confirmation of the Amnesty
reports in their clients• stories. While there are
no doubt some asylum applicants from Haiti
who have come for economic reasons, aller
hearing some ofthe stories being told during
the week that we spent in Florida, I am con
vinced that most who have talcen the risk of
leaving their homeland in dangerous rickety
boats have legitimate reasons to fear for their
lives and safety ifthey are forced to return to

Haiti. During the week working with the
refugees, I also foWld that those with the most
compelling stories stated that they would re
turn to Haiti if the current atmosphere of
violence were brought to an end and Father
Aristide were to return to power.
Sincethe 1991 coup,approximately
36,000 Haitian boat people have been inter
dicted by the U.S. C.OastGuard anddetainedat
the U.S. Naval base in Guantanamo Bay in
Cuba. Of this number, the I.N.S. has deter
mined thatapproximately 11,000 Guantanamo
Haitianshaveacrediblefearofpersecutionin
Haiti. Over l O,700 have been allowed into the
U.S. to apply for political asylum. Most of
these people remain without effective legal
representationandmustrely on legalaid groups
such as C.L.I.N.I.C. which provide pro bono
legal services to the refugee population. For
those refugees with a credible fear ofpersecu
tion in Haiti, their very lives could depend on
effectivelegalrepresentationbeforethel.N.S..
Formany, iftheyaresentback, will be killed.
All ofthe students who took part in the West
Palm Beach projecttooktheirresponsibilities
very seriously and according to the supervising
attorneys, everyone did a greatjob in preparing
the applications for asylum. Unfortunately,
due to the sheer volume of cases and the
lethargy that exists in the process ofapplying
for asylum, it is unlikely that the students will
be able to keep track oftheir clients cases. If
they are lucky the clients will be represented
SeeHaitianpg 4
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EDITORIAL
Multiculturalism-- "A Demandfor the Whole Truth"
Recently, a great many detractors of what has been entitled multiculturalism hav
merged and have characterized this phenomenon in such terms as unnecessary and dangerou
the fabric ofAmerican existence.
What I find both interesting and disturbing about these detractors is the fact that the
anate from both sides ofthe ideological divide in this country. Two ofthe more prevalen
xamples are Author Schlesinger, Jr. and Rush Limbaugh.
In a recent address before an audience on the University at Buffalo campus, Schlesinge
eferred to multiculturalism as ''ethnic chauvinism.'' Additionally, he characterized the publi
chool system as the "greatassimilator", expressing the belief that the public school syste
rovides those historical accounts which all Americans can embrace equally. His premise i
tany deviation from the history curriculum that is currently taught in public schools woul
reate a rift between cultures that would damage the delicate fabric we have come to refer t
'' America the Beautiful.''
On the other end ofthe spectrum is the lesser enlightened analysis o fRush Limbaugh (
·ontroversial, conservative, radio call-in program host). Mr. Limbaugh believes that publi
·chools should not include multicultural curriculum, because ifAfrican Americans learn ho
rutally they have been treated historically they will engage in direct attacks on whi
ericans.
He further believes, as is illustrated in recently published book, that the continento f A fric
as contributed little to nothing ofmaterial value thathas been instrumental in the proliferatio
fAmerica.
Perhaps Mr. Limbaughhasn'theardofslaves ...
It is precisely due to my victimization at the hands of the public school system that
trongly advocate the implementation ofa multicultural curriculum in public education.
I believe that I was victimized because I, as are many other African Americans, Nativ
meri~s, Latin Americans and Asian Americans, are continually deprived oftheknowledg
our forefathershavemade significant contributions to our way oflife. These contribution
xtend far beyond the very limited accounts we are rationed as public school attendees.
I take particular exception to such deprivations because the history we are taught is ftaugh
ith inaccuracies, slanted accounts and out-right lies. Many civic experts claim that histo
equires some embellishment in order to develop a history all Americans can embrace. Gue
at? Its not working! I andmostAmericansknow for example, Christopher Columbus did no
·scover America, I know that when the Thomas Jefferson attempted to amend the constitutio
eliminate slavery the "founding fathers" declined inclusion ofthis provision. I know, now
at during the late 19th and beginning ofthe 20th century reported lynchings o ffree Afric
ericansaveraged well over 100annually. I knownowthatan African American invented th
affic signal. These historical facts as well as others were some how omitted from my publi
choolexperience.
What bother's me is that my parents or the parents of other ethnic children had
pportunity to play a part in determining the importance ofsuch historical accounts. Wha
other' sme even more is that certain patronizing individuals would continue to deprive chit
ho attend public schools o fa more comprehensive education; one that is more inclusive an
ould serve to bring more understanding to future generations so that they could evaluate th
· takes their parents made and improve upon this country's racial & cultural climate.
In conclusion, this country would benefitmore from a truthful multicultural curricul
it would from the current curriculum that serves to maintain the climateofignoraocewhic
urrently paralyzes our nation.

We oppose the application ofthe new grading system to currently enrolled students.
We therefore support the efforts ofthe Student Bar Association on behalfofthe
students
. _Cop}:1ght 1993. The Qpinion. SBA. Any reproduction ofmaterials herein is strictly
prohib1tedwtthouttheexpressconsentoftheEditors. TheOpinionispublishedeverytwoweeks
duringtheFallandSpringsemesters. ltisthestudentnewspaperoftheStateUoiversityofNew
York ~t Buffalo School ofl.aw. The views expressed in this paper are not necessarily those of
theEditors orStaITofThe Opinion. The Opinion isa non-profit organization, third classpostage
entered at Buffalo,NY. Editorialpolicy ofTheOpinion is determined by the Editors. ToeOpinion
is funded by the SBA from Student Law Fees.
.
The Opinjon welcomes letters to the editor but reserves the right to edit for length and
ltbelouscontent. Letters longer than three typed double spaced pages will beedited for length.
Please do not put anything you wish printed under our office door. Submissions can be sent
via Campus or United States Mail to The Opinion, SUNYAB Amherst Campus, 724 John Lord
O' Brian Hall, BufTalo, New York 14260 (716) 645-2147 or placed in law school mailboxes
223 or 611. Deadlines for the semester are the Friday before publication.
!he idea~ expr~!sed i!l t,he "Lett~rs to !he ~.d!ti>r".and on the commentary page are
not necessarily endorsed by the E<lifo'r'i:il Board ofThe Opinion.
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To the Editor:
I usually find John Cody's additions to the FederalistPapersamusing and I do support free
speech, butl feel he went too far with the cartoon showing a woman with exposed breasts in the
last Federalist Papers. There was no legitimate purpose at all for the cartoon. I feel that the
Federalist Papers is an important alternative voice for those not in the liberal majority at this
law school to express ideas that would not be discussed any other way. The Federalist Papers
thusshouldnotbeusedasatooltoseehowfarMr.Codycaopushfreespeechortoseewhether
he can shock people. I am embarrassed to be even remotely associated with whatMr. Cody did
in the last edition ofthe Federalist Papers.
Mr. Cody will probably not believe this after this letter, butl wrote my articles for the last
Federalist Papers because I thought two students were taking certain issues in the wrong way.
Mr. Cody will probably accuse me ofdoing the same thing concerning the cartoon, butifhe desires.
that the Federalist Papers be taken seriously, he must show respect for people's feelings and
commonstandardsofdecency. Hehadtoknowthatthiscartoonwouldoffendmany,ifnotmost,
studentsinthislawschool. TheFederalistPapersshouldhaveasitsprimaiymissiontoencourage
the free flow ofideas, not pushing the limits offree speech. By putting the cartoon inthe Federalist
Papers for the only apparent reason ofpushing the bounds offree speech, Mr. Cody made the
Federalist Papers seem like no more than a fringe newspaper.
By being editor ofa newspaper ofa society where they claim they are dogmatic about
tolerance, I assumed that Mr. Cody would not go out of his way to allow something in the
newspaper that would be offensive to many in this school. I am not saying that he should be
punished for what he did; however, I believe he missed the entire point ofwhat the Federalist
Papers mission should be about. Thus, while I am no tasking Mr. Cody to quit as editorofthe
Federalist Papers, I do believe that he deserves a large degree of criticism for his editorial
judgment. Finally, I want Mr. 'Cody to know that, as long as he remains editor, I do not intend
to submit anymore articles to the Federalist Papers because we obviously do not agree on what
the goals for the Federalist Papers should be.
Sincerely,

COMMENTARY:
RADICAL LIBERALISM "BAD FORAMERICA"
Although UB Law School's reputation for radical liberalism is old news to UB Law
students, I recently met some outside observers whose opinions ofUB Law made me stop and
thinkabouttheseservednessofUB'sreputation. Is UB Law truly "radical?" And ifso, is this
brandofradicalismgoodorbad?
Like most UB Law students, I was apprised ofUB' s predilection for leftist politics before
applying to law school. The' 'leftist politics" I was warned aboutwasnotsimply analigrunent
with the traditional liberalismofHubertHumphrey and Jacob Javits. Rather, UB was identified
as "Berkeley ofthe East", embracing radical political thought. Accordingly, UB is viewed
either as an incubator for innovative solutions to the world's philosophical crises or a breeding
ground fqr subversion ofthe traditionalAmerican ethos. I was excieted about this for I knew my
own political convictions and views ofhumanity 's responsibilities to society would be tested
asneverbefore. AfteronsemesteratUBLaw,Ihavefoundtheschool'sreputationtobedeserved
at the official level, with some exceptions. Most political expressions by the faculty and
administration seem to reflect a philosophy that is leftist and out of touch with grass roots
America. Conversely, the student body belies the school's liberal reputation and is instead more
diverse and realistic in its outlook on society. I further believe that the radical liberalism at UB
Law is an inherently bad philosophy although exposure to its flaws can yield positive effects.
1:!1,e observations that follow delineate the reasons for my unfavorable assessment of
radical liberalism and are necessarily critical ofsome professors. I intend no disrespect for my
academic mentors. On personal and professional levels, I have found my professors to be
amicableandhighly competent. Mycriticismisnotsomuchashowofdisfavorforanyparticular
professors as it is a disagreement with the radical liberalism that many professors propagate.
It is not only the professors' insertions ofliberal political viewpoints during classroom
discussionsthathasconfirmedformetheschool'sstandingasabastionofliberalism,butmore
significantly, itis the method employed by these professors to deliver their views which yields
the confirmation. This method actually makes some caricatures of liberals seem mild in
comparison. It demonstrates a fundamental characteristic ofradical liberalism: the policing
of expression to ensure "political correctness", according to radically liberal standards.
Although Ihadreadaboutmanifestations ofpolitical correctness by radical liberals on university
campuses before entering law school, I did not expect it to be as readily apparent as it is at UB
Law, at least on the official level.
A primacy example ofsuch political corr. ectness is the way some professors choose to
vent their distaste for political conservatism. Rahterthan introducing a topic on the position of
a certain political leader for discussionon its merits, some professors will simply mock the issues
orpersonstheydeempoliticallyincorrectbysomederisive,scomfulreferencetothesame. This
"hit and run" method of discounting opposing viewpoints reveal the professor's arrogant
conclusion that only an intellectual Neanderthal would support the position or person that the
teacher has deemed politically unacceptable.
My personal choice for lastsemester'shumdinger ofall stereotypical, politically correct
statementshastobewhenondiscussionofthetriaiofPresidentReagan'swouldbeassassinJohn
Hinckley was begun by the professor, in a failed attempt at black humor, stating his regret that
Mr. J:linckleywas such a "poorshot" Notsurprisingly, theprofessoruncourageously foreclosed
any chance for certain student indignation by declining to discuss his inflamatory remark lest
any "Republicartpassions"bearoused.
As farasl am concerned professors have.an inviolable righttomake blatantly irresponsible
remarks or derisive comments about politicians to whom they may be unendeared. Political
correctness rears its ugly facewhe'n intolerance is exhibited toward those who criticize the gods
ofthe left or dare to question the sanctity offavority liberal causes such as affinnative action
ormulticulturalism. Can one even imagine the cacophony ofprotest that would ensue ifa student

... Racical Liberalism, Continued on page 6

Deadline for next Issue:
Friday, January 29 1993
Leave submissions in
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SBA Grade Protest and Welcome Back
Party

Features Editor

By NatalieA. Lesh
Features Article
I thought thatl would write aboutsome
I I g a little different than usual for my last
eatures article: a law school issue. Two
ssues, actually, ifthey give me enough space.
First, theCorporations situation. Appar
ntly, the Law School Administration is pun
bing those third-year law students who chose
otto takeCorporations with ProfessorSchlegal
dwhodidn'tgetalowenoughlotterypickto
e it with anyone else.
Anumberofthir"d-yearshaveapproached
arious members ofthe Administration with
e suggestion that another section ofCorpora
ions be opened up this semester, given the
xtensivewaiting list for Professor Pitegofrs
ersionofthecourse,aswellastheimportance
fthe subject for Bar Exam purposes. As most
eople know by now, the idea was rejected.
ne woman was told that there were plenty of
mpty seats inProfessorSchlegal's class and
titwasherown faultfornottakingtheclass
hen it was taught by him. She was advised to
urchase a book on Corporations and to teach
t to herself. But that is exactly what she was
ing to avoid by not taking Professor
chlegal's class.
The unwillingness of the Administra
.on seems even more ridiculous give the fact
at Corporations is now being taught to oneof
e first-year sections. It is obvious that one
ure for the problem oftoo many third-years
eeding a certain core course during their final
emester is too ffer that course to them before
en, like when they are first-years. While this
fforttoaddresstheproblemisadmirable,itis
mnecessary and unfortunate that the present
· d-year students are being sacrificed to a
olution whose benefitswillnotbereaped for
omoreyears.
Further,ProfessorPitegofrsmethodof

The first SBA party o fthe semester will
take place this thursday, January 21, 1993 at
Mulligan's niteclub on Hertal Avenue. It will
1>egin at 8:00 p.m. and run until 11 :00 p.m ..
11\dmission is $3 .50 and this covers dancing,
~ood and beer. Make the grade this semester
with the right connections.

selecting his class this semester deserves com passing it. At Buffalo Law, we are not so
ment. Inordertoobtainaplaceonhiswaiting assured.
The Law School will be the ultimate
list, each student had to write him a letter,
loser.
For
those aboutto enter law school, the
explaining why he or she wanted to take Cor
optionofa
"critical legal studies" education
porations. Personally, I opted for the truth and
will
be
less
attractive than the guarantee that
said thatl wanted to take the course in order to
they
will
eventually
pass the Bar Exam. A
prepare for the Bar Exam. Even though I was
law
school's
bar-passing
rate will become
thirdonthelist,lwasnotamongthehandfulof
more
and
more
importantas
greater numbers
students chosen to be in the class. Alas, I
of
people
head
for
law
school
and a legal
probably should have professed a deep and
career.
intense love for the subject. (Justso you know
Additionally, there is the financial as
that this isnotsourgrapes, ldidn 'treallytry to
pectofmaintaining
happy students. Ifpeople
force into the class after that, and I don' treally
graduate
from
law
school and feel that they
mind thatl'mnotinit. I have putmy faith in
have
received
a
quality
legal eduction, they
Bar/Bri.)
will
demonstrate
their
appreciativeness
by
A few thing seem clear: 1. Students are
giving
back
to
that
schoolby
making
mon
not beating down the doorto take Corporations
with Professor Schlegal; 2. In the past two etary donations. On the other hand, ifthey are
years, Corporations has only been offered twice not satisfied with their education, the contri
by instructors other than Professor Schlegal; 3. butions will indeed be slim.
The next issue: the new grading sys
Corporations is akey course to prepare students
tem.
(I'm
sorry for beating a dead horse, but
for the Bar;and, 4. Too many Buffalo third-year
I
just
cannot
bypass thisopportunity to addmy
law students will be taking the Bar Exam
two
cents
worth.
I promise that I will be brief.)
without any prior exposure to Corporations,
The
new
system
should not apply to any
except that obtained during their bar review
enrolled
law
students.
It should begin with
course.
next
year's
entering
class.
Period.
Ialwaysthoughtthatschoolsanduniver
Asthoseofyouwhohavemadeittothis
sities were created for the purpose ofserving
and educating its students. It is.disgusting that point in the article may have noticed, at the
an administration would ignoretherealitiesof beginning I said that this is my last features
a situation like the present one, and deny its article. It is. My reasons for resigning from
students an important part oftheir education. The Opinion are personal, and I therefore will
Many students, myselfincluded, came to Buf notgointothemnow(oratanyothertime,for
falo Law because it was notnecessarily a' 'bar thatmatter). Butlwouldliketothankevery
school." But theopportunity fora more liberal onewho has commented, criticized and read
education should not mean the denial of the my articles last semester. I know that my
opportunity to take core bar courses. After all, ''stream ofconsciousness'' style may some
I would guess that the majority ofpeople who times have been inappropriate for this forum,
go to law school will take the Bar Exam, and not to mention difficult to read and under
that everyone who is planning to take the Bar stand. So, again, thanks for reading. Bye.
Exam would like to think that the will be

StudentBar AssociationMeeting
AmeetingoftheBoardofDirectorshas
beenscheduledforWednesday,January20,
I 993 from 7:00 p.m. to 10:30 p.m .. These
meetings are open to all students. Check the
bulletin board outside room l Ol for the locaStudent Activities Calender
Now located in the SBA office are
monthly calenders on which all events and
happenings in the law school are listed. We
have implemented thisprocess with the hopes
that we will be better able to coordinate the
activities ofstudentorganizatioiis, thus elimi
nating conflicts and promoting the better use
of our limited resources. If you have any
questions or concerns or would like to have
youreventlistedonthecalenderjustdropby
the office.
Student Groups
Please be advised that located in the
SBA office, Room 101 O'Brian Hall, are
binders for each ofthe student organizations.
We would like all the organizations to submit
any events orhappenings they have planned
including copies of flyers or other promo
tional materials for inclusion in the binders.
We are implementing this process in
the interest ofcreating a history ofthe activi
ties ofthestudent organizations, for the ben
efit of future members ofthe organizations
and the law school. Ifyouhaveanyquestions
or concerns stop in at the office.

DO YOURSELF
JUSTICE
Study with Pieper...and pass.

PIEPER NEW YORK-MULTISTATE BAR REVIEW, LTD.
90 Willis Avenue, Mineola, NY 11501
1-800-635-6569 or 516-747-4311
PIEPER REPS:

Deborah Barone, Jack Canzoneri, Andrew O'Brien, David Smith,
David Teske
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In the August 19, 1992 edition ofThe
Opinion, newly appointed Dean Boyer wrote
the following: '' It is a great pleasure towel
comeyouto the Buffalo SchoolofLaw. A/lo/
us on the faculty vividly remember our own
first days in /aw study, and the hopes and/ears
that we brought with us to law school. While
therealitywasverydifferentfromwhatwehad
expected on our first day, law school was a
powerful experience for us-- exci~g, frustrat
ing at times, and always demanding. It opened
our minds to new ways ofunderstanding our
society and it defined new roles for us to play
intheworld. Wehopethateachofyouwillfind
comparable challenge and reward in your legal
educationatButfalo." DeanBoyercontinued
with, " ... The Buffalo Schooloflaw is changing
also, to prepare its students to excel in this
emerging legal enviroment. .... As members of
thelaw School community.you are invited to
participatein thepreparation ofthatplan, and
tosetthecourseforgenerationsoflawstudents
thatwi/lfol/owyou." CTheOpinion, Volume
33, No.I August 19, 1992, "Dean Boyer's
Message to 1L' s")[emphasis added]

I have a few thoughts.
Over the past semester, I have attempted
to foster anatmosphereo fcooperation, respect
and trust between the StudentBar Association
and you (the Faculty and Administration). This
approach has taken agreatdeal ofmy time and
energy yet it was necessary to create the kind
ofcooperationandinterplayDeanBoyerwrote
of above. For my part, I was willing to and
indeed did have to make some controversial
decisions (re: the mailroom) believing that
these decisions were the best possible ones in
order to accomodate the needs o fthe students
andassistyou(thefacultyandadministration)
in solving some grave short-term problems.

Thesystemwillmakethegradesonmy
transcript seem inconsistent. Even with an
explanatory paragraph, you're assuming that
employers will take the time to read it which
is highly doubtful.
I give a Qualified vote for the proposal.
Although the new system is not the AB CD F
system I would have liked, its an improvement
ontheHQ*QDFsystem. lseenoreasonwhy
it should not be implemented for first years
beginning with their first term. However, it
would beunfair to muck uppeople's transcripts
with two differentkinds ofgrading systems and
hence vote with the second and third years
against implementation for them.
I came here relying on and with knowl
edge ofthe "current grading system". I was
satisfied with it and in reliance on it, I selected
this school. We have all heard arguments for
and against it, but to change systems in mid
stream, when some (maybeonly asmallmajor
ity, butasignificantnumber) haveingood faith
relied on the sysf.em currently in practice is
wrong. Ifsystems must be changed, start fresh
with an entering class thatknows what they are
getting. To betrayme,andall the law students
(some forand someagainst) is a breach by the
law school and a betrayal of my trust and
reliance that I have paid compensation for. We
had a contract
Although I personally would prefer a
normal grading system. the fact is a consider
able number of students chose U.B. for this
policy (thatlknowof) and itseems inherently
unfair to change the system ifthey made their
choice of schools based even in part on that
consideration.
OneofthemajorreasonslcametoU.B.
wastheH-Qsystem. Anychangenowwillbe
unacceptable.
Idon'tthinkatranscriptorGPAwould
be very informative if I /2 ofitisdoneviaone
grading policy and the rest via a different
grading policy. Ifit werechanged for incoming
students,atleasttheirwholeschoolcareerwill
be calculated/demonstrated via a uni form and
consistent grading policy. Thank You.
The new grades don 'tanswer the prob-
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A Letter To Our Faculty
During this process, I felt that this coop
erative spirit would permeate the old walls
surrounding you (the faculty) allowing fornew
inroadsofdiscussion outside ofthe classroom
on issues that concern usall,namely the direc
tion ofthe law school and the solving ofsome
of the more severe problems. While this
approach has produced some cooperation, it
apparently has fallen on your deaf ears and
closed minds on perhaps the most important
issue ofall, grades.
For nearly twenty-four years students
and faculty alike have been grappling with our
grading system. The paper trail of this issue
was collected and condensed into a reading
packetwithpinkcoverssuitableforsaleinour
bookstore by one of our prominent faculty
members.
Previously, you refused to reasonably
consider and address the concerns ofthe stu
dentson theissueofgrades,rather,yousimply
refered the matter for further study. This issue
wasstudiedforanumberofyears. Finally,you
decided to seriously consider the issue ofour
grading system during your last faculty meet
ing ofthe fall semester when students were in
themidstofexaminations. Atthismeeting, the
Wlthinkablehappened. Youdecidedtonotonly
change our grading system. but to implement
thechangesimmediatelywithoutablinkofan
eye.
Although every grading system proposal
before you at that meeting had a section on the
time period needed to phase in a particular
system. the one eventually adopted did not.
We students now find ourselves in the
unenviable position of having to plead the

reasonableness ofadopting a transition period
from one grading system to the next. This we
must do despite the positive community-ori
entedrhetoric containedin the Dean' sopening
remarlcs.
I have attempted to discuss this issue
with some ofyou only to be treated as ifl were
asking you to cutoffyour only arm. I can not
believe that we students have to put so much
effort into proving something which is self
apparent to the restofthe world, namely that
change must be accompanied by an orderly
process. [The most striking example ofthis is
the orderly change going on in Washington
D.C. this week]
How can you faculty members be so
oblivious to the real-world results of your
decisions, andgivenan opportunity to rethink
and modify your choice for the benefit ofall,
remain so steadfast?
The larger implication of this recent
decision is a disturbing one for me. The
message which you have sent is essentially,
'' All that discussion ofcooperation, support,
listening to and addressing each other's con
cerns, in short that dialogue we said we were
creating was justconversation. .. Don't worry
aboutit."
How can I or any other studenthonestly
feel that we can bring our concerns before you
and have them listened to? How can I or any
other student trust that our interaction with a
facultymemberwillnotendupinourownself
sacrifice? How can I or any other studentleave
this law school, our alma mater which you will
be asking us to donate to as soon as next year,

FIRSTYEARS
lem created by theqld system ( whatdo they fail system used in some classes. The H-Q
stand for?) . The new system will thus create system will only hurt U .B. Law school and its
more cut-throat competition without helping students. I completely disagree with your
U.B. Law students with explaining grading to stance opposing the change to A-F and oppos
potential employers. Either leave the system ing the implementation ofthe Q+/- system on
alone, orgo to an ABC D F scale and do itright! current students. U.B. does not exist in a
One of the primary reasons I chose to vacuum; just because we can live for three
attend this law school was because of its yearsinanon-<:0mpetitiveenvironment, doesn't
grading system and thus its less competitive mean this will continue in a marketplace
atmosphere.
where jobs are scarce. There will be an addi
Icametothislawschoolwiththeunder tional 233,000 lawyers in this country by the
standing that the grading system would be year2000. Most,obviously, will not be from
based on theH-Q system ldon'twanttherules U.B. or an H-Q school. This will only be a
changed in the middle ofthe game. I like the liability for U .B. grads because I) Employers
systemasitisandthinkanewsystemwilladd will take the devil they know (a' 'C'' student
confusion to interpreting my transcript.
or''B''student)overthedeviltheydon't("Q''
By implementing a change in the grad student? --what's that?) and 2) Competition,
ing system on current students you are adding whetheryouthinkitsgoodorbad,isrealityand
a further wrinkle in an already difficult to ifpeopledon'tlikeitmaybetheysbouldn'tbe
decipher system. This would cause an already in law school Pleasereconsideryour positions
puzzledemployertoushermeoutofhisoffice on this matter. Thanks for your time.
and so would serve in effect to cause current
I believe it is unfair to change the grad
student's transcripts to become virtually illeg ing system mid-term. The students, without
ible.
fairwarning, are thrown into unfamiliar terri
Dowehaveasimplepass/failsystemor tory. Ifa change is to be made at all, it should
don'twe? Ahybrid system suchastherecently be prospective to future classes, beginning
adopted one retains the disadvantages of a with theclassofl 996.
traditional grading system and ofthe pass/fail
One factor that strongly influenced my
system without the advantages ofeither. My choice ofU.B. Law was its informal grading
preference is for a Q/F system, but I can live system. I came fr9ma11 extremely competitive
with H's for superior performance. If,however, undergraduate setting, and I certainly was not
the faculty chooses a system other than the anxious to rejoin such an unhealthy atmo
present one (without Q *), then it should be a sphere. I appreciate the notion that students
traditional A-F system that everyone can un can police themselves and learn as much as
derstand and to which traditional standards can theywantto without the pressuresofgradesand
be applied. The systemrecently adopted by the aregiventheirfreedomtojoininextracurricu
facultyisinmyopinionanunfortunatechoice lar activities such as the DVTF and Prison
that I hope will be reconsidered. Even so, I Task Force and clerkships.
think that whatever system is adopted, it should
Iopposetheimplementationofthenew
notapplytocurrentstudentswhoenrolledwith grading policy on current students. Amen.
differentexpectations.
Q'sarehardenough to sell toa prospec
Where's the memo asking for supportof tive employer. + and -'s would drive us and
implementing the grading system on current them crazy. Ifwe need to establish class ranks,
students? Anyone who knows the slightest etc.,return to the traditional ABC D F system,
amount concerning higher education knows otherwise leave it alone!
that a non-competitive grading system only
The' 'new system' ' should notapply at
accomplishes one thing: breed in~ mediocrity. all, butifyou 'vedecided to do itanyway, don't
This is the reason why so many colleges/ imposeitonme. lfH-QisgoodenoughforYale,
universities are abandoning the optional pass/ it's good enough for U.B..

withafamilialmemoryorsenseofconnection
when you the faculty are striking at our most
sensitive issue at the very point in time when
itismostimportanttousbecauseofitsimpact
on our ability to eat?
PresidentBill Clinton said on the cam
paign trail, that insanity was doing the same
thing over and over again and expecting a
different result. If you as a faculty member
believe that this is just another one of those
decisions that students will beupsetabout for
a little while and then forget about, I suggest
you read the unedited comments ofthe students
themselves for a "reality check". I might also
suggest that you ask Alan Carrel what the
average percentageo f Alumni gift giving is for
our law school and what the national average
is.
I writeallofthisaslremainhopeful that
the faculty's position on this issue is the result
ofnot a concious decision but rather a lack of
communication between us all. And that by
airing these concerns, we all may once again
resume the course ofconstructive problem
solving,mutualsupport,andan increasedcom
monunderstanding.
As a parting note, I have always been
taught and still believe that responsibility and
power arenotmutually exclusive. In fact, ithas
been my experience that not exercising the
power one possesses is just as crucial as the
opposite.

y°'"J))~
William F. Treze~t
President
StudentBar Association

By accepting the law school's offer of
enrollment, we relied upon the H-Q system for
our grades. This proposed modification vio
lates that interest. Furthermore, this is not the
A-F system. Adding Q+ and Q- will not gain
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more interesting than Natalie Lesh?
Do you think you can draw better
than Bill Kennedy?
If you think you can write articles
that people will want to read, then come
·ointhe •:'lpinion.
'93 Inaugural meeting January 20,
Time: 2:00P.M. Room724

HaitianRefugees ...continued.frompageone
byC.L.I.N.J.C. attorneys beforethel.N.S. within
the nextyear,butthe process could concievably
takemuchlonger.
As coordinator ofthe projecthere at
SUNY, I would like to thank each of my
colleagues: Rob Cisneros, Suzanne Cruse,
DeborahGreitzer,JuliaHall,JosephHughes,
Nancy Johnson, John Martin, Sharon
Nosenchuck, Michael Radjavitch, Paul
Roalsvig, Darryl Salas and Bob Sisson, for
generously sacrificing a week oftheir winter
break, for their hard work and for their dedica
tion to helping the refugees get much needed
legal representation. I would also like to thank
Karen Spencer for her help in training the
students. Everyone worked very hard, and I
hope that everyone had a positive experience
andfoundsometimetoenjoythesuninFloridll
as well.
C.L.I.N.I.C. has expressed an inter
est in possibly continuing the project with law
studentsoverspringbreak,aswellasrepeating
the Florida program next year over winter
break(iftheneedexists). Inaddition,another
project coordinated by Yale University law
students is looking for law student volunteers
to act as pen pals for Haitian Refugees being
detained in Guantanamo without effective
legal representation. If you are interested in
being a pen pal, please contact me at Box #822.

The most precise grading system pos
sible has inherent inequities because ofdiffer
ences in professor's grading, differences in
tests from year to year, the courses selected
afterthefirstyearandetc. HandQwitha • has
it about right.
Future employers might read my tran
script and assume previous "Q" grades were
a step lower than a subsequent "Q+". I should
not need to explain the change in the grading
system to them. Adoption o fthenew policy for
current students will create unnecessary con
fusion and trouble, not balanced by any pos
sible benefits.
I prefer H-Q system. The new system is
ludicrous. If you want more delineations,
restore a traditional grading system. Let us
avoid mickey mouse games. To me, the new
system is a de facto traditional system, but
without any benefits as for as a prospective
employer is concerned.
The Opinion said the reason the grading
system is being changed is because the stu
dentsdon 'tlikethecurrentsystem. Theanswer
isn't to change the whole system; make the
grades in the currentsystemmore effectiveand
meaningful. Make professors more account
able for the erades they eive (and when they
eivethem).
Implementing the new grading system
to currentstudents is ridiculous. Any grading
policy changes should affect incoming stu
dents. I have discussed this issue with some
influential members ofthe legal community
and they agree.
It is hard enough to explain the H-Q
system as itismuchlesshaving to explain two
different such systems to prospective employ
ers.
The grading system is difficult enough
to explain to perspective employers. Oianging
it in the middle ofour law school tenure will
make this even worse!
I am w~g to help fight this change.
The current grading system is confusing
enough. I started law school under the H-Q
system and itis a chore to explain that system
to people who need or want to know; now the
administrationisgoingtorequireathreepage
memo to explain the grading system! Maybe
I'll just use that memo as a writing sample ...
Ifitisgoing tochange, makeitA BCD
F. ~ don't change the system in the
middle ofmy program. I have already had to
explain my transcript to prospective employ
ers --- will I have to explain two? What is the
benefitofthischangetome? Icanonlyseethis
as ahandicap or detriment to my employment
prospects. Thankyou.
I thinkH-Qwould be better-- Butthese
new changes should not be applied to anyone
but incoming firstyears.
I decided to attend U.B. law partially
based upon the grading system which allows
foranatmospherewhichisnot "cut-throat". It
would not be fair to force the new system on
persons 1/2 way done.
It should be an easy administrative
matter for A & R to indicate on our finals what
class we're in. Not grandfathering current
students leaves us with a strange, mixed tran
script. Especially for many students having a
hard time finding jobs, its a had idea.
Thenewhybridsystemmakesnosense.
I think the system should remain the same or
change to a letter grading system. The pro
posed changes are going to be extremely diffi
cult to explain to prospective employers. At
any rate, I do not think changes should be
instituted until the start of a new academic
year, at the least.
It's simple:
l)It'sconfusinghavingQ*andQ+,
Q-, H-whathaveyou on the same transcript.
2) Ifl get a Q+ next semester, it's
goingtomaketheQ'sigotlookbadandsame
applies to an H+ compared to my previously
received H's.
3) The marketplace is very tight,
competition is fierce for jobs and many em
ployers receiving hundreds or even thousands
ofapplications will simply not deal with fig
uring out this alphabet soup ofgrades nor will
they take time to peruse some intricate•· grad-
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ing key". Many students won 'teven get inter
views to have the chance to explain these
eccentric grades ... its tough enough already,
I've been through it!
The system is confusing enough as it is
--- it is too much to expect that employers are
going to want to listen to even more about the
unique Buffalo grading system.
This should apply only to new students.
U.B. students face enough obstacles in obtain
ing any sort of gainful employment without
adding the necessity to further explain an
arbitrary grading system. Ifyou must change
the grading system, why not go to something
understandable? A BCD Fwithclassranking?
Having anew grading system applying
to current students would only make it more
confusing for prospective employers.
The new system completely subverts
the intent of a pass/fail honors system. The
faculty has backed offa true letter grade (de
priving us of the benefits ofa readily under
standable grading system) while also sneaking
away from the benefits of the old system (
sacrificing more recognition fornear-H efforts
inorderto protect us fromnear-D fiascos) . It
SUCKS OUT WUD and combined with
Blum'slawsuit,theretirementofLouDelCotto,
and other factors (like funding) are endanger
ing thereputationoftheschool.
The inconsistency on our academic
records would look very unprofessional.
It would be acceptable ifthe law school
would include a statement with our grading
transcripts re: the change.
The grading system is already a confus
ing system for employers to deal with. It is
grossly unfair to implement such a change on
existing students because students (especially
second and third years) will have to contend
with not one, but two confusing grading sys
tems on their transcripts. An employerrnay be
disinclined from hiring U .B. law students be
cause it may not be worth the effort to try and
translate the U.B. grading systems/factor com
parable to other law schools. (i.e.ifaU.B. law
grad and another grad from a comparable law
schoolbothcompeteforthesamejob,andboth
have similar writing skills, personality, back
grounds, suits etc., I find it hard to believe an
employer would make the effort to attemptto
compare the U.B. student'sIB'.'.Qgrading sys
tems to the other student's single system,
especially if the other student presented an
easytounderstandA-fgradedtranscript)
Since I am a transfer student, my grades
would be so confusing to an employer that it
may be a detriment to finding employment.
Whatwas thepointin opening the voting
to the student body? Obviously since the
chosen.grading system received only 7% ofthe
students' vote, little consideration was given
to their wishes.
It will make grade explanation during
interviews a nightmare. It will also make
employers confused and doubtful about the
student's abilities.
If the faculty had voted to adopt the A
F system, itwouldhave been phased in with the
entering class.of 1996 due to dissimilarity to
theH-Q system. The new systemisasdissimi
larto thecurrentsystemas theadoptionofthe
A-Fwouldhavebeen. Forthatreason~the
new system should not be implemented with
respect to current students, only to ensuing
students. •••WESHOUI.DNOTBEGRADED

UNDERTWODIFFERENT,VERYDIFFER
ENIGRADING SYSTEMS.••••
ltisdifficultenoughtoexplainourgrad
ing system to employers much less to have to
now say I might have had a Q+ in this class
because I wasatthetopofthecutoff. Let us be
consistent with somethine. This system should
only apply prospectively!
A change in grading would be yet an
other thing to explain to prospective employ
ers.
Do we need to confuse prospective em
ployers even more?
It's inconsistentto apply the new system
to students who have already received grade
from the University.
EitherandA-F or Pass/Fail,notmixed.

stream, I was deceived by the law school
At least grandfather the grading and catalogue's false advertising with respect to
start the new grading with the first years this the grading system.
semester.
Overall, I think a change to an A-F
Yourproposalsareridiculous.
system would not be completely unaccept
YOUBLEWITMAN.
able. TheproposedchangetoanH-Q+/-further
Difficult to explain as is, and will be confuses an already nebulous grading system.
even more difficult to explain two different Inanyevent,anychangestothegradingsystem
grading systems on a single transcript.
should begin with next year's incoming class
I would prefer a consistent grading sys and should not apply to students already en
tem on my transcript.
rolled. Additionally, many current students,
The grading policy should be including myself, were attracted to U .B. for it
grandfathered in. Our transcripts (current sec grading system. A change to the system appli
ond year students) already show Q•. To have cable to these students would be wholly unfair.
to further explain "pluses" and " minuses" to
This new grading policy defeats the
employers is bothersome.
purposeofeitherH/Qor A-F. ABCDFisthe
Inmy opinion, thenew grading system is preferable system of-course. Also, if this
even mo re confusing than the previous one. If system is imposed on the present student body,
the grading system is to be changed, make a not only would we have to explain the ridicu
real and practical change to 1-4 or A-fsystem. lous H/Q system, but it would also reflect
Otherwise, leave italone! As to implementa poorly on grades received to date (i.e. there
tion ofthe new grading policy on current stu would beno +'s appearing on record), GET
dents, this would be an unfair and imprudent RFAI.r-measure. Current students would be faced with
Cbanging the system now will make
the prospect ofexplaining not 1, but 2. ridicu transcripts more confusing. Employers may
lous and confusing, not to mention arbitrary, misinterpretold grades (i.e.Q under old system
grading systems to prospective employers and would be viewed as a lower grade than a Q+,
other graduate/professional schools. I realize when there is actually no distinction.). .
it' sasking a lot, but why notjustthisoncecan 't
I feel that changing grading policies
wemarchtothebeatofthe~olddrum??!! halfwaythroughalawschoolcareerwillmake
Itwill bedisruptiveduringaninterview explaining our transcript to employers :Ml0..3[e
to try to explain why a transcript has both already unsure ofour system that much more
•'stars'' and• 'pluses'' on it. The star system difficult. Along the same vein, how are we to
should stay in place for upperclassmen. while explain the difference between a Qin first year,
the plus/minus system should apply prospec andaQ+insecondyear. Finally,Icametothis
tively to future classes.
school because the pressure ofsuch a grading
Why have Q+ or Q-? I think this is a system was not possible. The administration
stupid mistake. Why notreturn to a traditional should give students a choice~they enroll
grading system with A's, B's, etc.? Listen, one about the grading policy, and.not subject them
ofthe reasons I decided to come to U .B. Law to change afterwards.
school was the "non-competitive" nature of
Iam stronely opposed to implementing
its grading system. Are you going to change the plus/minus system on the present student
this now? Why not wait forupcoming classes body. We should definitely be grandfathered.
oneortwoyearsdowntheroad? Thanks!!
I am happy with the current system. Further
I do not oppose the new grading system more, if the system should be changed in the
ingeneral,butstronglyopposethe.implemen future, itshould beanA-F system to make U.B.
tation. It will add confusion to an already competitive with other schools. Again, I think
unusual grading system as well as making any it's very unfair to change the policy now,
Q' s earned thus look like a far lower grade than because it will be confusing to prospective
they represented at the time they were given. employers and there is no justifiable reason for
If the new system is imposed, it should apply this. There'sbeenconcemaboutchangingthe
to incoming classesonly.
grading system for years, but to push this new
I do not take issue with themeritsofthe grading system through prior to exams, without
proposed grading system, only the implemen providing students with notice to voice their
tation. Particularly for second years, this is an concerns is-unfair.
undue burden. To have the system altered and
To preface, the new system is but a
imposed mid-way though our law school ca halfway measure which will accomplish noth
reersisunfair. Employers are confused enough ing and act only as a meager band-aid to the
already. "Don'tchange the rules in the middle infirmities ofthe old system. Butifthis is the
of the game.' ' £lease don't apply the new change to beimplemented,andarguably itmay
grading system withoutagrandfatheringprovir be beneficial, it simply must be applied pro
sion.
spectively. To do otherwise would be prepos
Changing grading systems now would terous and run counter to precepts of basic
only add to the already present confusion of fairness. 1)Application to the present student
trying to explain our grading system to employ body will conspire to create further burdens on
ers. Moreover, it would make our present students seeking employment by transforming
gradeslookmediocre. Also,itdefeatsthenon an already arcane system intosomething laugh
competitivenessofourpreseotsystem--some able. Theburdenofnegativepreswnptionand
thing which drew many students here in the need forexplanation to prospectiveemployers
first place.
is already heavy enough. 2) Immediate appli
I entered law school with the under cation wouldcreateunfoundedand inequitable
standing that I would be graded on a straight H differences between students taking courses
Q scale. and in all fairness. I expect this policy this year and those taking the exact same
to continue to apply to me. Additionally, coursesnextyear. Offering differentgrades for
confusion may arise when computing my first equal work is worse than the occasional ap
year grades with my second year grades.
pearance ofthe •'*"grade at the prerogative of
I oppose any change in the grading sys the professors. (Imagine, "Well, sir/ma'am,
tem. The grading system was explained to all thatisaQ. Butlmustpointouttbatitisa 1992
of us before we came and was possibly a Q and not a 1993 Q ... " 3) Finally, the imme
criterion in our decision to come here. Those diate change is contrary to proper notice. Stu
who don't like it could have chosen to go dents came to the law school with certain
somewhere else.
expectations created by the institution. This
Our grading system is already confusipg bait and switch game is unfair to those who to employers. A system which does not imple acted on such expectations. I very clearly
ment the traditional A-F system, butonly adds understand the disclaimers made by the insti
further confusion to our current system, shall tution and that changes in academic policy are
provide us with no added benefit in the com within its discretion, but as students ofthe law,
petitive marketplace, and will certainly be we all know that there can be a difference
remembered by all ofus as potential unem between what is permissibleand whatis proper.
ployedalumnidonors! !
Oneofthereasons I came to this Univer
sity was because ofthe grading system. I feel
that by changing the grading policy in mid-
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can actually tell the difference between Q-, Q,
Q+ and then we should institute the new sys
tem!
Just see Bill Kennedy's Opinion cartoon.
I understand that the proposed grading
system change is to a Q+/- basis. Notonly will
this be confusing for the current students who
must explain the already unique system to
employers, butitisaneedlessperpetuationof
the myth that there is not an A-F equivalent.
For the benefit offuture students, please con
vert to a conventional grading system!
Definitely should not be applied to third
years!!! That's totally ridiculous!!!
I like the current system.
Transcript with a mixed grading system
will further confuse already confused employers!!!
Change to A-For Pass/Fail
You should apply the new system con
sistently, ... to first years.
Unfairto have our transcripts beahodge
podge. Best to start fresh with anew first year
class.
This should not be changed in the middle
ofaschoolyear.
It certainly shouldno.tapply to third year
students who are about to graduate after five
semesters on the previous grading system. Our
transcripts already require enough explana
tion. Don 'tmake itmore complicated, Please!!!
I feel this would confuse employers.
Itwould be ludicrous to apply to current
students!!!!!!
ltwouldbeanunfairtoburdenuswitbyet
another grading system to explain. Please
show the students some respect.
I object to changing the grading system.
This will only confuse the transcripts even
more---- especially for third year students.
Our transcripts are confusing enough to
employers as itis---why add more worthless
. I.
confusIOD
Implementing the policy on the existing
student body will only serve to more confuse
the local employers!!
Not for the third years at least. One
semester ofsix with these grades is stupid.
OPPOSED!!!
I feel that the new system should only be
implementednextyear,notmid-waythrough
this year.
ltwouldbeludicrousto~veonesernester ofthe new system!!
Please .... my life iscomplicatedenough
already ....
The new grading system should only
apply to incoming first years. (i.e next year)
Thealternativeisfartoocomplexandconfusing.
It hardly seems fair to change evaluation
methods in tbemidstofone 'sacademic career.
Ihavenodoubtthatl'dbeaidedbythechange;
however, trying to explain our grading system
is already an undue handicap in seeking em
ployment outside the Buffalo area
I agree--- to impose the new system upon
current law students would only heighten cur
rent confusion re: grades/grading policy. I
advocate a more meaningful grading system,
one which adds credibility to this school.
Ifyou are going to change the grading
system, please change it to A B CD F. The
problem with the current system is that it is
cryptic. The proposed change isjust as cryptic
as the present system, maybe even more so.
Furthermore, changing the system for current
students will make our transcripts very confus
ing--any pre-chaogeQ's willseem lowerthan
post-chaogeQ+s.
Theonlyreasonlcametotbislawschool
above other law schools was to getaway from
the competitiveness and cut-throat mentality
so prevalent in my undergraduate university
and schools using the standard grading proce
dure. Students shouldbewamedofthe grading
policy before they decide to apply. Students
who have already matriculated have done so
with the understanding of having the H/Q
system. To alter the forms oftbe agreement
now could be considered a breach ofcontract.
Simply changing schools at this point may not
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THIRDYEARS
be an available option for many students.
Applying a new grading system onto
prclientstudents would result in unrealistic and
unfair appraisal of a student's performance
based on five semester's worth ofwork. As a
third year, I do not want a GPA calculated on
onlyonesemester'sworlc! Thatwoulddimin
ish the value ofmy previous five semesters!
We need to go to a standard system, but not at
the penalty ofthe present student body.
I'd really like to graduate with a uni
formly graded transcript. lam not opposed to
thenewsystem. Iamopposedtothetirnini:of
its implementation. It should begin at earliest
Fall 1993.
Ifthenewsystemisimplementednow,
prospective employers may wonder why we
couldn't receive pluses during the past two
years. I feel this inconsistency would be unfair
at this point in our education, with only one
semester left.
!object to this because ofthe inconsis
tency tbatwillappearonourclasstranscripts! !!
Employers don't understand our grading sys
tem as it is.
The current grading system isso confus
ing to employers, it takes me 15 minutes ofan
interview to clarify. Ifa new system is imple
mented mid-year, the confusion would be
heightened. Why not just implement itat the
start ofa new year?
If the grading policy is to be changed,
which I do not support, it should be changed
with respect to prospective classes. Students
who are already enrolled have a contractual
expectation that the grading system presently
used should be maintained throughout their
stay in this school.
If the school is going to change the
grading system, theschoolshould change it to
something comprehensible, like A-F.
I think it is completely unfair that this
new grading system will take effect with third
year students in the Spring o fl 993. I do not see
why, at the very least, the school cannot wait
until the current third years have graduated. In
all fairness, the new grading system really
shouldnotgointoeffectuntiltheclassofl996
begins their first year.
Implementing a plus and minus system
in the last semester will only add to the confu
sion employers have with our grading system.
Studentsshouldnotneedtoexplainwhythey
only received a Q+orQ- etc. the last semester.
The new system should only apply to
current second and first year classes and all
incoming students. There should be a grandfa
ther clause for third years. I say this for two
reasons: !)Continuity and2)Computationof
..Honors" diplomastatus.
I do not oppose the implementation im
mediately. If the faculty wants to change it
now, Jet them. I do not think that the change
will be detrimental in any way.
A new grading system imposed on the
current student body would only distort our
already confusing grading system.
lam in favorofachangetoourgrading
system, but in order for that change to have
benefitted me it would have to have been
implemented earlier. At this late stage in my
academic career it is totally ridiculous to
change the system under which my work is
graded. As the present system already stands
assomewhatofamysterytomostprospective
employers,lcanhardlywaittoseethestateof
confusion amid-year change in the last semes
ter appearing on my transcript would cause.
PLFASESAYIT AIN'T SO .....
The proposed plan is not only unfair,
unjust, and unsubstantiated by any compelling
reason, it is also ill-considered. Please give
careful thought( oratleast.smnethought) to the
effects on current students ofsuch a plan.
As a third year student, I don't want to
have to explain why my transcript shows ..+"
and ''-'' grades in one last semester only.
Whatgoodcouldcomeoffurtberconfus
ing potential employers with a combination of
grades? I think the A-F scale would be good for
those coming in, but not for current students.
lf1meofthepurposesofthenewsystem

Tough times caJ1 for tough measures.
Change the system to A-F and i.;1ve your stu
is to make transcripts more intelligible to dents a fighting chance in this dismal job
future employers, implementing the system market! The 1960'sareoveranditishardto be
next semester would result in less intelligible altruistic when you probably won ' thave a job
transcripts for current students because m'.!l when you graduate (even though you have a ton
standardswouldhavetobeappliedtointerpret of A' s) and you won't be able to afford the
ing them. The new grading policy should apply basics, let alone the tensofthousands ofdollars
only to incoming classes.
mostofushaverackedupinstudentloans. It' s
Employers are already so confused by time for the faculty in this school to address
the unusual grading system, it seems that their student's needs --- something I have yet
havingm'.Qsuchsystemson one transcript will to see them do in any ofmy two and one half
put a strike against any U .B. grad competing years in this institution.! !!
against grads from schools which had tran
My fellow third year classmates and
scripts which were easier to decipher.
myselfhave been graded under the existing H
For those of us who are not from the Q D F system for the past five (.5.) terms.
Western New y_ orkarea, the grading system of Employers looking at the transcripts ofcurrent
this school is hard enough already to explain. third year students often exp~confusion and
With the new system, my transcript will have frustration when attempting to interpret the
more anomalous symboli to decipher. I truly c.w:ren1grading system and the meaning ofan
believe that the grading system should be unadulteratedHQDorF. Inlightofthecurrent
changed, however, those students who started confusion and frustration surrounding the ex
under the "old system" should be isting system, I can only anticipate more be
grandfathered.
wilderment from employers when they look at
I believe if the new system is imple a third year transcript based on two types of
mented it would develop a sense ofcompeti gradingsystemsandaretoldtbatpluses(+)and
tion. This concept was one of the reasons I minuses (-) count for the last term, but not the
chose not to attend another institution. It student's previous five(5) terms ofgrades. The
appears to be one ofthis institution's boastful thirdyearclasshasworkedhard,inmostcases,
attributes. Whenyousay "no" classrankini:s for the grades we have. Imposing the new
and "no'' competitiveness you should be able system on the third year class would further
to corroborate these statements by !!Q!imple belittle the respect given to the existing grad
mentingagradingpolicy contrary to SUNYat ing system by outsiders and add undue confu
Buffalo School ofLaw 'saxioms.
sion and frustration to the already vague grad
The fewer semesters under the new grad ing system. In short, I vote no.t to impose the
ing policy the better.
new grading system on the third years during
I vehemently oppose the implementa the spring term. Thank You.
tion ofaplan which willonly serve to screwup
I feel that it is only fair to continue the
mytranscriptinmy final semester. Thatmay current grading system forthecurrentstudents,
be ungracious, but its true. ~reconsider and apply the new system to the class o fl 996
-atleastgivethirdyears theoptionofforegoing and future classes. My transcript is suffithe shift in the final semester. Why not? As it ciently confusing. The H-Q system is very
pertains to third years, the immediate imple foreign to employers outside the Buffalo area.
mentation is ridiculous and indefensible. It The addition of• to this system adds enough
needlessly and negatively impacts on the confusion for most employers to give up in
market value ofthe education which we have
tryingtounderstand Theadditionof+and-to
received..... I am very upset.
this scale would only entail more explanation.
First, I am shocked that the faculty The current transcript form explains the cur
would make such a monumental decision be rent system and the previous system. Presum
fore engaging the student body in a through
ably, the new transcript form would provide
discussion of the matter. Procedurally, the three explanations. Instead offocusing onthe
enactmentofthis decision is flawed. Second,
academic achievement of the student, em
changing student grades in the middle ofthe ployers that are unfamiliar with the system
year will send disturbing signals to prospective
will spend an inordinate period oftime simply
employers (i.e. what's wrong with this school, trying to figure it out. In this time ofincreased
is it in a state of turmoil that it has to change competition for employment, why give em
in the middle of a year?). Additionally, the ployers an additionalexcuseorreason to throw
proposed system is close to the anti-thesis of an application in the rejection pile? In addi
the current system (+'sand -'sare equivalent tion, it is highly inequitable to have one
to 3 points on a I00 point grading system, so this semester's grades differ from the other five
isalmost like receiving number grades). Yet, semesters. There have been several courses
the proposed system looks much like the cur thatl have taken where the professor indicated
rent system, so future employers are likely to thatmywork exceeded' 'Q' ', butdidnotmeet
bequiteconfusedoverhowtointerpretaU.B. "H". These professors (properly) refused to
transcript(e.g. why didn'tyouget+'sor-'sprior use the"*" for a "Q". Ifa +/- system is
totheSpringofJ993). Thus: J)lfweswitch, implemented now, it should be implemented
it should be a gear switch, reflecting a differ retroactively and prospectively. Obviously,
ent philosophy in grading. It should not be a the best alternative is to allow current classes,
baphaz.ardswitch. 2) lfweswitch, itsbouldDQ! particularlytheclassofl993,tocontinuewitb
beinthemiddleofaschoolyearwhichwould the old system.
raise credibility questions about U .B. . 3) The
best answer would be to have a grandfather
clause, thus maintaining consistency on the
transcript
It is truly absurd to impose this new
grading system ongraduating third years-- to
CALLFORSTUDENTPAPERS
have two and one half years of one grading
for
system and then onesemesterofanew grading
THEBUFFAWENVIRONMENTAI
system is beyond stupidity. Is this an attempt '.AWJOURNAL
to make your graduating students even Jess
The Buffalo Environmental Law Jour
marketable than we currently are?! It's hard lal is seeking student articles for its Sprin1
enough explaining this current grading system ,otume. All UB studeatsare invited to submi
to prospective employers ... now you want to r,apers prepared forseminars,independentstud
force us to explain two grading systems; th~ is es, etc. Any written piece that has not beei
totally unfair. It seems that once again the ~ublished previously iseligible for consider
faculty is completely unresponsive to its ~n.
student's needs. It also seems that higher
The Journal focuses on issues ofpartjcu
education is the only "merchant" who doesn't ar concern to the Great Lakes Region. how
care to give their ''consumers''/''students•'
ver, we encourage students to submit paper.
whattheywant. Ifyouaregoingtochangethe m general environmental problems as well.
grading system, have the guts to change it to an
Please provide three (3) copies ofeacl
A-F system. This Q+, Q- stuffis a truly lame µ1icle submitted for consideration. Leav,
attempt at change and it will cause more harm t,apers and any questions in BOX 29 by Tues
and confusion than currently exists.
Uay.January 19, 1993.
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The three major bar review sponsors, Bar/Bri, Marino, and Pieper have agreed to
provide substantive bar review lectures similar to the ones used in the regular full-length
course, with the bonus thatthe majority o fthis program will feature live lectures, not tapes.
These program will be from four to six hours and willoccur on six Saturdays during the first
halfofthe spring semester. The schedule is as follows:

SUBJECT

12.AIE

SPONSOR

Corporations
Torts
Sales
Domestic Relations
Contracts
Real Property

January 30, 1993
February 6, 1993
February 13, 1993
February 20, 1993
February 27, 1993
March6, 1993

Bar/Bri
Bar/Bri
Pieper
Marino
Pieper
Marino

CALL FOR PAPERS
The Buffalo Journal ofPubJic Interest Lawis now accepting submissions for its inaugural, Spring 1993,
publication. Formerly In The Public Interest, thejournal is pleased to announce that itis now printedin association
with the Buffalo Public Interest Law Program.
The journal welcomes scholarly articles, commentary, and reviews examining law as an instrument of
public policy from faculty, students, and practitioners in all fields of study.
The inaugural edition will also feature a symposium, "Public policy, politics and the public interest in
the 1990s.'' This forum will feature a wide array ofopinions regarding specific prescriptions for public policy
and legal change which the next administration faces, based on the state ofthe nation as it looks ahead to the
realities of this decade.
The journal invites you to submitan essayof2000-4000words discussing a limited area ofpublic policy
or public interest law with which the next administration must come to terms, including some possible avenues
of reform. The area you choose should reflect its importance in terms of social and economic conditions as
they exist, or can be expected in the near future, as opposed to problems manufactured through purely political
exigencies.
Essays accepted for publication will be printed togetherin a forum designed to highlight areas ofpublic
interest and concern, and to showcase the efforts of a broad cross-section ofwriters addressing the pressing
problems of the I 990s.
Submissions should be directed to:
The Buffalo Journal of Public Interest Law
University at Buffalo School of Law
118 O'Brian Hall

Pieper Scholarships for Graduating Seniors

I

w,,4i!

BigThree Offer Free Bar Review Lectures "Live"

Inkeepingwithhispastgenerosity,Mr.Pieperhasdonatedfive$650.00scholarships
to be awarded as tuition discounts for students interested in talcing the summer 1993 Pieper
New York Multistate Bar Review Course. These scholarships include the $2 00 .00 early bird
discount.
To be considered for one of these partial scholarships, please submit a letter of
applicaion and a copy of your current financial aid transcript to the UB Law Scholarship
Committee,Room 312, O'BrianHall, bynolaterthanFriday, January 29, 1993. Awardeeswill
be notified by mail no later than February 12, 1993 .

.

.... Radical Liberalism
continuedfrompage 2
unendeared. Political correctness rears its
ugly facewhenintoleranceisexhibited toward
those who criticize the gods ofthe leftor dare
to question the sanctity of favority liberal
causes such as affirmative action or
multiculturalism. Can one even imagine the
cacophony of protest that would ensue if a
student or faculty member ''jokingly'' ex
pressedgleeoverthemarksmanshipofJames
Earl Ray in his effort to murder Martin Luther
King, Jr.? Similarly, can one expect sincere
attempts at discussions of racial and ethnic
policies challenging liberal conclusions to be
met by anything buthysterical accusations of
"racism" andouTrightdisntissal? Thepointis
that the domination ofpolitical correctness at
the official level ofUB Law School is really a
demonstration, notofan effortto truly engage
responsible discussion and exchange ideas
about the issues ofthe day, but to promote a
perspective ofsociety deemedappropriate by
the self-proclaimed intelligentsia, i.e. radical
liberals.
Despite my assessmentofradicalism at
UBLaw,IhavenoregretsaboutjoiningtheUB
Lawcommunity. Tothecontrary,Ihavethus
far found the experience immensely reward
ing. The assault of radical liberalism has
strengthened my own political character and
theprobityofinypoliticalandspiritualconvic
tions has been challenged daily by the law
school experience. The results have been most
satisfying. Onsomedays,lhaveexultedinthe
previously untested strength and depth ofmy
beliefs when assailed by the blitzkrieg of
liberal dogma from the University at Buffalo
community. At other times, I have had to re
examine or change other positions after con
sidering the opposing view. However, despite
my good faith effort, I do not think any re-

examination of the issues will produce any
conclusionother thanone which finds radical
liberalismincompatiblewithwhatisgoodfor
America.
Radical liberalism is a branch ofliber
alism that sustains itselfby exposing supposed
injustices in society. This philosophy objects
to traditional approaches to morality, seeks
drastic redress for perceived wrongs against
ethnic groupsand disavowsindividualrespon
sibility and self-reliance in favor of social
engineering. Liberals of this stripe take a
position on a given issue because it fits into
their personal political agenda and then unre
lentingly demand societal compliance to their
exhortations. These demands are made regard
less of evidence dispositive of their claims
(theirmindsarealready made up, why confuse
them with the truth?). Although these malcon
tents are guilty of cloalcing an aberrant and
bias-driven viewpointwithapretenseofintel
lectualintegrity, their practiceoftruancy from
civic duty is their most repugnant legacy.
While demanding thatallofthe privileges our
country offers be conferred upon throe as in
alienable rights, even though these •'rights''
have no Constitutional foundation, they con
tribute nothing to our society but hatred and
condemnation forournationalheritage. This
ill-advised crowd is dangerous because they
receive an inordinated share ofattention from
the media and in some cases control important
mediaoutlets. Consequently, their views are
often falsely presented as popular opinion.
Thiselementofradicalism at UB Law School
should be exposed as subversive and wholly
antithetical to America's essential virtues.
Instead ofpromoting patriotism and its corre
sponding ideal ofservice to God and country,
this radicalism demands ever more entitle
ments and stresses class consciousness. Un
like the liberal dogmatists, conservatives are

motivated to political action by the greatness
and benevolence ofournation's heritage. This
heritagehasproduced theworld'shigheststan
dard o tliving and the most successful democ
racy ever, thereby placing on obligation of
civic duty upon each ofits benefactors.
Ourheritage attracted my grandparents,
whose courageous efforts to reach America
from cz.arist Russia resulted in escape from a
meagerexistenceintheUkraine. My mother's
father arrived in New YorkCity atage 16 from
Russia totally alone, having missed an ex
pectedrendezvouswith an uncle. My father's
dad arrived at age 26, illiterate in english but
willing to work and attend night school to
accelerate his productivity inhis new country.
Both of these men asked for nothing but a
chance to labor, to prove themselves and to
provide for their families. My grandmothers
spent endless hours as partners in this effort
tending gardens, baking,nursing, mending and
helping to raise their children to be loyal and
faithful to this country. They sought not
''multiculturalism'• but union with their
adopted country.
Radical liberals now mock these honor
able ideals. Instead, they teach notE Pluribus
Unum(outofmany, wehavebecomeone)but
ethnocentrism. Although multiculturism can
be a positive force, ethnocentrism is a perni
ciousversionwhichdamns the American ethos
ourprogenitors so eagerly embraced. ln!itead
ofunity, this ethnocentrism begets alienation
ofethnic groups from mainstream America. It
is a cruel alienation accomplished under the
guise of radical liberalism's politically cor
rect historical perspective. The net effect of
the radical liberal orthodoxy is a fragmented
society, color-obsessed rather than color-blind,
fostering division, resentmentand dependency
rather than championing individual achievementand an integrated population.

Although it would be anathema to the

radicals, oneicould spend a lifetime enumerat
ing the benefits oflife in these United States.
It is sufficient to say that none ofus can ever
repay whathas been so benevolently bestowed
upon us. Whether it is a planeload ofCubans
seeking asy tum, boatloads o fHaitians cross
ing treacherous waters to reach Florida or
waves ofMexicans flooding our southern bor
ders, theevidenceisclear: formostoftherest
of the world, America is still the Promised
Land. This does not mean that America is
either free ofserious crises or remotely close
to Utopia. Butmoreimportantthanbemoaning
ourproblemsis the need to unite asnever before
and to give back partofourselves to make this
a better country. Whaleveryour "careerpath"
you can contribute your share by rejecting the
philosophy which seeksagovemmentremedy
for every inconvenience of life and instead
strive to exemplify self-reliance in your en
deavors. Love your country and stand by her
when she is assailed. Uphold thevirtuesofour
nation's heritage and seek to strengthen her
weaknesses. Our nation became great not
because herpeoplewere granted entitlements
attheonsetofeverywantorbecauseethnicity
was favored over Americanism but because,
with occasional failures notwithstanding, we
have strived to guarantee opportunity to all
those who soughtit Additionally, Americans
havealwaysacknowledgedourneed to be~
nation underGod.
Radical liberalism is here and it iswrong,
at leastwhen tested against the founding prin
ciples ofour country. Ihavenodoubtthatthe
time-tested ideals for our nation will outlast
thisunhappyphilosophy. It'sultimateendwill
be relegation to perdition's hall offame along
side communism and other short-lived but
equally destructive ideological mistakes.
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Every year, thousands of BAR/BAI sttidents rave about-the
quality of BAR/BRl's lecturers. BAR/BRl's lecturers are
experts on the law, experts on the bar exam and experts on
lecturing.
"I had no idea the course was this good;' is a typical
comment. Now, for the first time, you can find out for yourself
just how good the BAR/BRI lecturers are.
For your own free audiotape or videotape sampling of the
BAR/BRI course, ask your student representative, stop by
our display table or write to BAR/BRI directly. In return, you'll
get an earful.

BAR REVIEW
The Nation's Largest and Most Personalized Bar Review
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